Knights in Armor
Family reading recommendations
Don Quixote: A Spanish Language Primer,

by Jennifer Adams (author) and Alison Oliver
(illustrator)

This board book is filled with joyful illustrations and words
in both English and Spanish from the famous story Don
Quixote by Miguel de Cervantes.

Armor & Animals, by Liz Yohlin Baill (author)
Did you ever wonder where people got the idea to wear
armor? Or did you ever notice an armadillo wearing armor
like a Renaissance knight? In Armor & Animals, you can
compare all kinds of armor and learn how both people
and animals use it. All the human armor in the book comes
from the Philadelphia Museum of Art’s Arms and Armor
collection. The animals are wearing their own!

Knight Owl, by Christopher Denise (author
and illustrator)

Since the day he hatched, Owl had dreamed of becoming
a real knight. He may not be the biggest or the strongest,
but his sharp nocturnal instincts can help protect the castle,
especially since many knights have recently gone missing.
While holding guard during Knight Night Watch, Owl is
faced with the ultimate trial—a frightening intruder. It’s a
daunting duel by any measure. But what Owl lacks in size,
he makes up for in clever ideas.

The Princess Knight, by Cornelia Funke (author)
and Kerstin Meyer (illustrator)

Violetta is a princess. But she wants to be a knight. At night,
she practices to become the best knight in the land. When
her father the king stages a tournament for Violetta’s hand in
marriage, she knows she must win the greatest battle yet for
the most important prize of all: herself.

Saint George and the Dragon, by

Margaret Hodges (author) and Trina Schart Hyman
(illustrator)
Saint George and the Dragon is an exciting episode from
Edmund Spenser’s classic tale The Faerie Queene in which
the Red Cross Knight slays a dreadful dragon that has been
terrorizing the countryside for years, bringing peace and
joy back to the land.

Ablaze with Color: A Story of Painter
Alma Thomas, by Jeanne Walker Harvey (author)

and Loveis Wise (illustrator)

Meet an incredible woman who broke down barriers
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really questions about the power of bullies. Their conversation reminds us all that “not even kings are allowed to
be mean.”
Color
Dance, by Ann Jonas (author and
illustrator)
In this creative introduction to color mixing, girls in red,
blue, and yellow and a boy in black and white make all the
colors of the rainbow through their dances.

You Wouldn’t Want to Be a Medieval
Knight! Armor You’d Rather Not Wear,

by Fiona Macdonald (author) and David Antram
(illustrator)
The Dot, by Peter H. Reynolds (author and
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show. in shining armor. After reading this book, there will be no doubt in your
mind that this is armor you’d rather not wear!

Dinner at Aunt Connie’s House, by Faith
Ringgold (author and illustrator)

The Knight Who Took All Day, by James
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dressed in time, or is this knight more interested in appearances than action?
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